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EXECUTIVE AND WORKER SUMMARY

Profile

- Between 11% and 15% of the Ontario workforce would likely have their wages directly affected by a 25% increase in the general minimum wage increase to $10.

- The probability of being affected is substantially greater for:
  - the less educated and especially dropouts
  - industries like accommodation and food services, agriculture, and wholesale and retail trade
  - workers who are part-time, with little job experience, non-union, students and are sons or daughters living with their families

- Overall, 50% of minimum wage workers are teens or youths who live with their parents, 31.4% are couples (almost 70% have a spouse employed at a job above the minimum wage), approximately 11% are unattached individuals and 7.6% are single heads of families.

Employment Effects

- Canadian evidence suggests that a 10% increase in the minimum wage is likely to reduce the employment of teens by 3% to 6%, and slightly lower for young adults. This implies that a 25% increase in the minimum wage could lead to a 7.5% to 15% reduction in teen employment, with limited evidence suggesting it could be twice that amount (i.e., 15% to 30%) based on such a large increase compared to a series of smaller increases of the same magnitude.

- The employment impacts are similar for pre-announced, pre-specified increases compared to ad hoc increases of the same amount that are not pre-specified and pre-announced.

- The employment impacts involve a reduction in employment (slower employment growth) relative to what would have occurred in the absence of the minimum wage increase and not necessarily a decline in their actual employment.

- The adverse employment effects in Canada appears larger than that which exists in the U.S. where there is not a consensus and where a 10% increase in the minimum wage is likely to reduce employment among teens and youth by 0 to 6%. This could reflect any combination of: better data in Canada; more workers being affected; and longer run impacts being estimated in Canada. The adverse employment effects in Canada are consistent with British and OECD evidence when comparable methodologies are used.

- While these generalizations tend to emerge from the Canadian studies and international evidence, it is important to emphasise that zero employment effects are sometimes found in some of the econometric specifications, including those in Canada. As such, we should
avoid the extremes of concluding no adverse employment effects or severe adverse employment effects from modest minimum wage increases.

- Having a higher minimum wage in Ontario relative to other provinces would likely exacerbate the adverse employment effects.

- Even for moderate increases in the minimum wage, negative macroeconomic effects are likely to occur for unemployment, inflation, the inflation-unemployment trade-off and GDP, although they are not likely to be substantial for moderate increases in the minimum wage.

- Student sub-minimums should reduce these negative effects, but can have other negative effects by:
  - inducing a substitution away from non-students (e.g., dropouts) and from young adults who may be more vulnerable and in need of the higher wage
  - fostering potential morale problems if students get a lower wage relative to others working next to them and doing the exact same work
  - encouraging students to work while in school which (limited) evidence suggests has a strong negative effect on graduating and a weak negative effect on subsequent earnings.

**Payroll Costs**

- Payroll costs from a 25% increase in the minimum wage are likely to increase by about 9.6% to 13% for those workers who will have their wages increased to $10 and by 0.6% to 0.8% (i.e., less than 1% of payroll) when amortized over all paid workers.

- Payroll cost increases, however, are almost three times as high for small firms compared to large, and they are substantially higher in accommodation and food services (4.2% to 6.3% of total payroll) and wholesale and retail trade (1.7% to 2.2% of total payroll).

- Limited evidence suggests that minimum wage increases reduce the stock market value of firms that tend to employ minimum wage workers, by about 1% to 2%.

**Approaches to Determine Future Minimum Wage Increases**

- Linking minimum wages to poverty measures has problems because the link between minimum wages and poverty is too vague. There is not a logical reason to rigidly link minimums to inflation or average wages (as opposed to their being factors to consider) and this can reduce flexibility to modify according to changing economic circumstances.

- Pre-committed increases have appeal but they can also reduce flexibility and lead to increases when this may not be desirable such as in recessions.

- Commissions can largely reflect the views of commissioners and, if bi-partisan, be split.
Ad hoc increases can provide flexibility and subject the process to political debate to highlight the tradeoffs.

Poverty

Minimum wages are, at best, an exceedingly blunt instrument for curbing poverty and the evidence suggests they essentially have no effect on reducing overall poverty and only a very small effect on reducing poverty amongst the working poor:

- Many of the poor do not work or work only few hours
- They are poorly targeted since they also affect the wages of youths and multiple earners in non-poor families
- Many minimum wage jobs are temporary stepping-stones held by youths who will not be in a state of long-run poverty, stuck in such minimum wage jobs.
- Poverty is related to family income relative to family need, while minimum wages are paid to individuals irrespective of their family situation or need.
- Minimum wages affect only small portions of the population and do little to increase earnings
- They place the onus on a small subset of employers to deal with a legitimate social issue the costs of which should be shared by society in general
- Poverty can be exacerbated for those who lose their job or work fewer hours, or who cannot work for lower wages in return for training or experience.

Alternative Policies

An “arsenal of weapons” approach is merited involving:

- Full employment and sustained growth to disproportionately help the working poor
- Active labour market programs (e.g., training, apprenticeships, education, labour market information, mobility, credential recognition and curbing dropouts) can be better targeted especially to the most vulnerable (e.g., dropouts and adults who are more permanent low-wage workers, especially without other family resources)
- Wage subsidies along the lines of the Earned-Income Tax Credit in the US merits more attention since they can be targeted to low-income families and especially those with children
Within the “arsenal of weapons” moderate increases in minimum wages are not likely to have disastrous consequences, especially if introduced in expansionary periods. As long as the floor is not raised too much, the roof is not likely to fall in.
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to provide an assessment of the issues and options related to the Ontario minimum wage, including approaches and mechanisms that the government can use to establish the level of the minimum wage. The report will be based largely on existing reviews of the literature so that specific studies will generally not be cited, although specific Canadian studies will be cited as appropriate. Components of the report include:

A Profile of Minimum Wage Earners in Ontario, including

- age, sex, educational attainment, length of job tenure, hours worked, income and family status

Evidence of the Impact of the Minimum Wage on Employment, such as

- reviewing existing academic literature and research conducted in Canada
- providing a summary of the quantitative findings of the impact of the minimum wage on employment from Canadian academic studies
- comparing the results of Canadian academic studies to results from other countries
- examining the relevance of comparing Canadian academic results with findings from other countries
- evaluating the likely impacts of a large one-time increase in the minimum wage, for example 25 per cent
- comparing the impact of a large one-time increase in the minimum wage to the impact of gradual and periodic increases
- assessing the impact of Ontario having a notably higher minimum wage than in the other provinces
- identifying other macroeconomic impacts
- examining the impact of the differential student minimum wage
- identifying and assessing the trade-offs from raising the minimum wage

Evidence of the Impact of the Minimum Wage on Poverty

- comparing the earnings of minimum wage workers to commonly used low income measures
- reviewing the impact of minimum wage increases on income differentials
- comparing the effectiveness of the minimum wage to other programs to address poverty

---

Evidence of the Impact of the Minimum Wage on Business Costs, such as

- identifying which industries would be most affected by minimum wage increases
- examining the impact of the minimum wage on small compared to large businesses
- estimating the increase in business payroll costs associated with potential minimum wage increases
- assessing the impact of minimum wage increases on business competitiveness

Approaches and Mechanisms to Determine Future Minimum Wage Increases in Ontario,

- surveying existing approaches and mechanisms for establishing the minimum wage in Ontario, other provinces and countries
- assessing criterion best suited for Ontario to evaluate the adequacy of the minimum wage relative to consumer prices or the cost of living and average wages
- assessing the relevance that should be attached to economic conditions in minimum wage determination
- noting other relevant factors, such as government policies.

PROFILE OF MINIMUM WAGE EARNERS IN ONTARIO

Profile Issues

There are a variety of ways of providing a picture of minimum wage earners. For purposes of this paper, the most informative is to provide a picture of those who would be potentially affected by an increase in the minimum wage in that their wages fall between the old minimum wage and a new minimum wage (e.g., between the current $8.00 minimum and a proposed $10.00 minimum). Hereafter, they will simply be referred to as minimum wage workers, although formally they are persons whose wage will likely be affected by a minimum wage change and increased to the new minimum wage.

An alternative is to provide a picture of those whose wages are simply below the proposed new general minimum of $10.00, and not necessarily above the old minimum. That latter measure would also include persons who were below the old general minimum wage and most of these people are unlikely to be directly affected by a general minimum wage increase because they were not affected by the previous general minimum wage increase in that their wage remained below that minimum. This could reflect the effect of separate sub-minimums (e.g., students not subject to the regular minimum, liquor servers), ineligibility, measurement error, or illegally working below the legal minimum. To the extent that these people would also fall below a new general minimum wage, then they should not be counted as persons potentially affected by the new general minimum. On the other hand, to the extent that their wages would also be indirectly raised when the new general minimum wage as increased, at least some may be affected by the minimum wage increase. This could be the case, for example, for those working at a sub-minimum wage that may increase if the general minimum wage increased or if the sub-
minimums were abolished. It could also be the case for some low-wage workers who simply may have their wages increased, albeit their wages could also fall from the competitive pressure from those who are disemployed because of the general minimum wage increase. For these reasons, the portrait based on all wages under $10.00 could form an upper bound on the number affected by an increase to $10.00 while those between the old general minimum and $10.00 could be a lower bound.

In the tabulations presented here, both alternatives are presented although the discussion generally refers to those whose wage falls between the old and the new minimum wage on the grounds that they should definitely have their wages increased by the minimum wage increase. A brief discussion will be provided of how the numbers are affected if all of those below the new minimum are included, including those whose wage falls below the old minimum wage. While the absolute numbers are obviously different, the patterns across the various characteristics are fairly similar.

Four sets of figures will be provided: (1) total employment in Ontario in the category e.g., each industry, (2) number of employees who will potentially be affected by the minimum wage in that their existing wage falls below the new minimum but above the old minimum, (3) the incidence of minimum wage workers which indicates the probability of being a minimum wage worker for each category (calculated as the number whose wage falls between the old and the new minimum, divided by total employment in that category), and (4) the share of workers affected by the minimum wage change (calculated as the number of workers whose wage falls between the old and the new minimum in that category, divided by the total number of workers whose wage falls between the old and new minimum) which shows the distribution of minimum wage workers across categories.

Both the incidence and share figures are informative. The incidence figures indicate the probability that a worker in that category will be a minimum wage worker. The share figures indicate how minimum wage workers are distributed across various characteristics or categories. A particular group may have, for example, a low incidence of minimum wage workers but make up a large share of minimum wage workers simply because they constitute a large share of the workforce. This is the case, for example, with middle aged workers. Conversely, they may have a high incidence of minimum wage workers but a low share because they are a small share of the total workforce. This is the case, for example, for agricultural workers.

If figures were available for 2007, then the boundaries for minimum wage workers would be those whose wage is equal to or above the general minimum wage of $8.00 (of February 1) and up to but not including a proposed new minimum wage of $10.00. Those at exactly $10.00 would not be affected since they were already at the proposed new minimum wage. However, since the latest employment figures refer to 2006, the lower bound of $7.75 is used since the minimum wage as of February 1, 2006 was $7.75. For the month of January 2006 the lower bound of $7.45 was used since that was the general minimum wage that prevailed in that month.
Incidence or Probability of Being Affected by Minimum Wage Increase

As illustrated in the top row of Table 1, of the slightly over 5.5 million paid workers in Ontario, 620,200 worked for wages between the general minimum wage of $7.75 at that time and up to but not including a hypothetical new minimum wage of $10.00. This represents 11.2% of the Ontario workforce; that is, the incidence of such minimum wage workers is 11.2% or conversely the probability of being a worker whose wage would be affected by such a change is 11.2%. This incidence is over double the typical figure of 4% to 5% of Canadian workers who work for minimum wages, ranging from a low of less than 1% in Alberta to a high of around 9% in Newfoundland and Labrador.

As indicated in the right-hand panel, the incidence is 14.9% (representing 829,800 workers) if the number of workers below the proposed new minimum wage is used, including those who were below the old minimum. In that vein, the 11.2% incidence is a conservative estimate of the numbers who would potentially be affected, based on the assumption that those who fell below the former minimum wage would not be affected, at least directly. Since some may be indirectly affected and have their wages increased as discussed previously, a reasonable range would be that somewhere between 11% and 15% of the Ontario workforce would be affected by such a general minimum wage increase to $10.00.

As indicated in Table 1, the incidence figures, or the probability of having your wage affected by such an increase in the minimum wage is highest for:

- females (13.9%) compared to males (8.4%)
- teens 15-19 (51.8%) then youths 20-24 (24.7%), and lowest for middle aged workers 25-54 (6.1%) rising again slightly for older workers 55 and above (8.3%). Clearly, minimum wages will have their greatest potential effect on teens and then youths.
- high school non-completers, including dropouts (26.2%) and post-secondary non-completers, including dropouts (21.7%) and those with 0-8 years of education (19%), man of whom are likely older workers who were not educated
- industries like accommodation and food services (37.2%), agriculture (27.6%) and wholesale and retail trade (26.4%)
- part-time workers (31.6%) compared to full-time workers (6.9%).
- short-job tenure, being 29% for those 1-3 months at their job, and 24% for those 4-6 months, declining to 3.6% for those who have been at their job more than five years (i.e., 61 months)
- small firms, being 15.6% for employees at firms of less than 20 employees and dropping to 9.9% for those at firms of 500 or more
- workers who are not unionized (13.9%) compared to unionized (4.1%)

Table 2 presents the incidence figures by family characteristics, indicating that the probability of having your wage affected by such an increase in the minimum wage is highest for:
sons or daughters or relatives living with their families (25.6%) and especially for
teens whether in school (50.7%) or out of school (52.8%) and youths whether in
school (38.4%) or out of school (23.1%)
unattached teens or youths living alone (18.3%) or with non-relatives (24.6%).
the incidence or probability of having your wage affected by such a minimum wage
increase is about the same for single parent heads of families (11.4%) including those
with a youngest child under 18 (12.0%) as the average overall probability of 11.2%.

Share or Distribution of Minimum Wage Workers

The share figures in Table 1 showing how minimum wage workers are distributed across
the various characteristics often exhibit a similar pattern as the incidence figures since a higher
probability of being a minimum wage worker in a particular group contributes to that group
constituting a higher share of minimum wage workers. However, the patterns can differ
depending upon group size. The most interesting results for the share figures are:

- 62% of minimum wage workers are female compared to 38% male
- 29% of minimum wage workers are teens and 23% are youths for a combined total of
  52% being age 15-24. 39% of minimum wage workers are in the middle age group
  of 25-54 in spite of their low incidence, reflecting the simple fact that most workers
  are in that age group.
- About 40% have not completed either high school (23.9%) or post-secondary
  institutions (15.7%), many of whom are drop-outs.
- 88% are in the service sector, with 38% being in wholesale or retail trade, and 20.2%
  being in accommodation and food services
- 51% are in full-time jobs in spite of the low incidence in full-time jobs, reflecting the
  fact that most workers are in full-time jobs.
- 18.2% have been in their job less than four months and almost half (46.4%) have
  been in their job for a year or less, with 14.8% having been in their job for over five
  years (61+ months)
- Almost half (46.7%) are in large firms of more than 500 employees in spite of their
  low incidence, reflecting the fact that most employees are in such large firms
- Only 10.4% are union members or covered by a collective agreement

With respect to family characteristics of Table 2:

- Very few (1.3%) have an unemployed spouse or a spouse not in the labour force
  (4.8%) and very few (0.5%) have an employed spouse who works at the minimum
  wage or less.

---

2 Interestingly, for Canada as a whole, almost half (47%) of minimum wage workers are teenagers and a further 16%
are youths age 20-24. The fact that raising the minimum wage to $10 in Ontario would lead to only 29% of
minimum wage workers being teens and a further 23% being youths, highlights that such a large increase would
move coverage considerably up the wage distribution involving more youths and even adults as opposed to simply
teens. That is, in Canada as a whole, the normal minimum wages jobs tend to be occupied by teens. An increase to
$10 in Ontario would mean that such above-normal minimum wages would move considerably beyond affecting
teens, and into youths and adults.
7.6% of minimum wage workers are single-parent heads of families with 7% having a youngest child less than 18 years old
50% are the son, daughter or relative living with a family, with slightly less than half of those being in school
10.9% are unattached individuals
Overall, almost one-third (31.4%) are members of a couple and one-quarter (25.3%) have their spouse employed, with most of these (21.6%) having their spouse earn more than the minimum wage
Overall, 50% of minimum wage workers are teens or youths who live with their parents\(^3\), 31.4% are couples (of which almost 70% (21.6/31.4) have a spouse employed at a job above the minimum wage), approximately 11% are unattached individuals and 7.6% are single heads of families.

Relationship to Average Earnings

Average hourly earnings over the 12 months of 2006 in Ontario were $18.67. The general minimum wage that prevailed at that time from February 1, 2006 throughout the rest of 2006 was $7.75 or 41.5% of average hourly earnings. A $10.00 minimum wage in Ontario at that time would be 53.6% of average hourly earnings.

Updating the Ontario average hourly earnings to 2007 by an assumed 3% wage increase to $19.23 and using the 2007 minimum wage of $8.00 would yield a virtually similar minimum wage ratio of 41.6% average hourly earnings. Using the hypothetical $10.00 minimum would yield a minimum wage being 52% of average hourly earnings.

Over time, in Canada, minimum wages were about 45% of average hourly earnings in 1965, rising to a peak of 50% by 1976, falling to around 38% in the mid 1980s to the early 1990s, and then rising slightly to about 41% in 2001. As a percent of average hourly earnings, minimum wages in 2001 ranged from lows of 30% to 35% in the North West Territories, Nunavut and Alberta (reflecting the high wages in those areas) to highs of 45% in Quebec and 45% in B.C.

Clearly, an increase in the Ontario minimum wage to $10 would yield a minimum wage that is highest relative to average hourly earnings by historical standards and relative to other jurisdictions in Canada.

---

\(^3\) The proportion who are teens and youths in this situation for Ontario is lower than the general picture for Canada as a whole because, as indicated previously, an increase in the Ontario minimum to $10.00 would affect persons higher in the wage distribution. Based on other data for Canada as a whole, 60% of minimum wage workers are teens or youths who live with their parents, 25% are couples (of which 75% have a spouse employed at a job above the minimum wage), 11% are unattached individuals and 4% are single heads of families.
EVIDENCE OF THE IMPACT OF THE MINIMUM WAGE ON EMPLOYMENT

In analysing the impact of minimum wages on employment it is important to emphasise that the employment impact will not likely occur in the form of a short-run response of laying off or terminating workers whose wages are now increasing because of the minimum wage. Rather, the response will likely occur in the form of slower employment growth in the areas of low-wage employment affected by minimum wages. That is, the adverse employment effect will occur in the form of less employment than would otherwise be the case in the absence of the minimum wage, and not reductions in the employment of those who are already employed. These adverse employment effects will occur as firms substitute other inputs (e.g., capital equipment and even higher priced labour) for the now more expensive low-wage labour, and some firms may reduce their output (and possibly even go out of business) as they try to pass their cost increases forward to consumers. The longer-run adjustment processes will also be subtle and involve changes in processes that will use less of such lower wage labour (e.g., automated car washes as opposed to hand washing; self-service gas stations as opposed to service attendants; fast-food restaurants or pre-packaged food services with disposable utensils as opposed to waiters and waitresses and dishwashers; and discount retailers with automated inventory and checkout as opposed to personalized service). This is, in fact, likely one of the reasons for the political appeal of minimum wages: the political appeal is immediate in the form of raising the wages of low-wage workers; while the negative adjustment consequences in the form of adverse employment effects are more subtle and long-run.

There is an extensive research literature, including a reasonable amount of Canadian literature including recent studies, on the impacts of minimum wages. This is both its strengths and weaknesses. The strength is that there are numerous studies to draw on. The weakness is that there is always a study or some studies that can be drawn upon to make any case – large negative effects, no effects, and even positive effects. This provides ammunition for any case to be made, and given the strong advocacy positions that are often staked out in this area, almost every case has been made. As such, the intent here is to appeal to what could be labelled a “preponderance of evidence” based on a variety of studies and different methodologies.

What this evidence suggests is that both extremes are not warranted. That is, in Canada at least, it is extremely unlikely that there would be no adverse effects on employment and hours worked. Similarly, for moderate minimum wage increases, the adverse effects are not likely to be devastating, although for large increases in the neighbourhood of 25% they are likely to be very substantial.

Evolution of U.S. Evidence

The U.S. evidence on the impact of minimum wages on employment has gone through considerable evolution. While some of the differences in views have narrowed, a consensus certainly has not emerged.
Over the 1950s, 60s and 70s, there was a consensus view, based mainly on time series analysis, that the elasticity of teenage employment (the group most often studied) with respect to the minimum wage was about –0.1 to –0.3; that is, a 10% increase in the minimum wage led to a 1% - 3% reduction in employment of teens. Almost all of the early studies found a negative relationship between minimum wages and employment, and most found the relationship to be statistically significant. This was the case for all age, sex, race subgroups, although it was largest for those whose wages were most likely to fall below the minimum (e.g., the youngest and Blacks).

When subsequent studies included the time period of the 1980s the impacts tended to be at the lower end of the earlier consensus (1% and sometimes less) and often statistically insignificant. These studies tended to be based on time series data that included the 1980s as well as on cross-section data (across states or metropolitan areas).

A small number of studies also found that minimum wage increases led to a slight reduction in hours worked, suggesting that the earlier focus on employment tends to underestimate the total employment effect by not including the reduction in hours worked. A small number of studies also found that minimum wage increases induced some who could not find jobs to leave the labour force altogether so the reduction in employment did not get translated into a corresponding increase in unemployment (although unemployment did increase slightly). The negative impact on teens was generally larger than the impact on young adults (age 20-24) likely reflecting the higher productivity of young adults as well as the possibility that employers may substitute away from lower productivity teens and into higher productivity young adults when minimum wages are increased.

More recent studies that included both the 1980s and 1990s, tended to find very conflicting results. Some were within the earlier consensus range whereby a minimum wage increase of 10% would lead to an employment reduction of 1-3%; others found even larger adverse employment effects; others found smaller adverse employment effects that were generally statistically insignificant, and others even found positive employment effects that were generally statistically insignificant but were sometimes even significant.

Perhaps the most controversial were the studies done in various combinations by Card and Krueger that essentially compared employment growth (based mainly on survey data) in jurisdictions that increased their minimum wage compared to jurisdictions that did not increase their minimum wage. They tended to find no adverse employment effect or even a positive employment effect. In contrast, studies by Neumark and Wascher done in some of those same jurisdictions using administrative payroll data found adverse employment effects whereby a 10% increase in minimum wages would give rise to a 1 to 2.5% reduction in employment – almost exactly equal to the earlier consensus estimates of 1 - 3%, although their results were often statistically insignificant. Based on various exchanges amongst those authors and a reanalysis of each others data, there has been some convergence of views that could be interpreted as closer to

---

no significant impact. That is, the evidence of a positive employment impact has been
discounted as has the evidence of a statistically significant substantial adverse employment effect
at the higher end of the old consensus range, except perhaps for less educated teens not in school.
Nevertheless, a number of more recent U.S. studies have found adverse employment effects that
are close to the old consensus range and even higher.

*Overall, the U.S. evidence remains controversial with minimum wage employment
elasticities ranging from 0 to -0.3% and even -0.6% or more being plausible.*

Some of the U.S. evidence is based on the so called “natural experiments” using a
“difference-in-difference” methodology whereby employment changes in states that instituted
minimum wage changes are compared to employment changes in contiguous states that did not
institute the change. Although involving simple comparison of average employment differences,
such methodologies can be informative if other changes are not contaminating the results (e.g., if
firms were randomly assigned to “treatment” states that experienced a minimum wage increase,
and “comparison group” states that did not experience an increase), and if sufficient time passed
for longer-run impacts to be assessed. Such random assignment, of course, did not occur. As
such, this methodology may underestimate the true impact of the minimum wage increase for a
number of reasons:

- Other factors, not controlled for in the analysis, may be changing in different ways across
  the states that raised their minimum wages and those that did not.
- Minimum wages may be endogenous in that they may be more likely to be instituted
  through the political process in states where employment growth is likely to be robust (so
  that any adverse employment effect is less transparent) and the opposite in states with
  expected slow employment growth.
- The employment outcomes are generally short-run since they are observed shortly after a
  minimum wage increase, and the longer run adverse employment effects may take some
  time as they occur through changes in the flows of hiring and terminations and require
  time for production processes to change.
- The increases were at a time when real minimum wages had eroded so few were affected
- It has not been possible to replicate some of the studies, although this is (unfortunately)
  common in much of the minimum wage literature.

**British Evidence**

British evidence on the impact of its first-ever national minimum wage adopted in 1999 is
often interpreted as suggesting no adverse employment effect. However, that evidence as
reported by The Low Pay Commission in its background studies is essentially based on case
studies or surveys indicating *perceptions* of the effect at the time the law was passed. The few
rigorous econometric evaluations find no adverse employment effect *economy-wide* but a
conventional adverse employment effect in the *low-wage sector* where minimum wages would
be expected to have an impact. In fact, that adverse employment was remarkably similar to the
earlier U.S. consensus range whereby a 10% increase in the minimum wage would reduce
employment by about 1% to 3%. These could be regarded as lower-bounds of the adverse
employment effect for three reasons: they were done shortly after the minimum wage came into effect so that longer-run effects are not observed; the policy was anticipated and some adjustments may have occurred prior; and the minimum wage increases were very small and were instituted at a time when they could easily be absorbed by an expanding economy.

**OECD Evidence**

Based on pooled time-series, cross-section regressions for nine OECD countries over the period 1975 to 1996, the OECD (1998, p.46) concluded:

Minimum-wage rises have a negative impact on teenage employment although the magnitude of the reported elasticities varies significantly, from -0.3 to -0.6 when Spain and Portugal are excluded, and from 0 to -0.2 when they are included in the regression. In some of the specifications, negative employment effects are also found for groups of workers other than teenagers.

They did the analysis with and without including Spain and Portugal because of data limitations for those countries. Overall, the OECD evidence suggests an adverse employment effect of -0.3 to -0.6 (based on the more reliable data that did not include Spain and Portugal), which is higher than the earlier “consensus” range of -0.1 to -0.3 based on U.S. data, although the OECD evidence is within the earlier U.S. consensus range when the less reliable data from Spain and Portugal is included. Overall, they conclude (p.47):

Firstly, the results suggest that a rise in the minimum wage has a negative effect on teenage employment. Secondly, negative employment effects for young adults are generally close to zero or insignificantly different from zero. Thirdly, for prime-age adults, the most plausible specifications suggest that minimum wages have no impact on their employment outcomes.

**Canadian Studies**

Canadian data is generally regarded as better than US data for estimating the impact of minimum wages since minimum wages in Canada are largely under provincial jurisdiction and there is considerable variation both across provinces and over time in minimum wages. This facilitates identifying their effects. In contrast, in the U.S., minimum wages are under the federal jurisdiction, with changes seldom occurring. Variation in minimum wages in the U.S. tends to come from differences in state ‘top-ups’, the extent of coverage or the slow erosion of the real value of the minimum wage as its infrequent changes do not keep up with changes in the average wage of the state.

Based on data prior to the 1980s, the earlier Canadian studies tended to find adverse employment effects that were in the range of US consensus estimates, and sometimes higher, where a 10% increase in the minimum wage would give rise to a 1-3% reduction in employment.
Based on data to include the 1980s, the Canadian studies tended to find smaller effects that were at the lower end of the consensus range, and possibly zero, as was often also the case in the US. It is possible that this weaker effect of minimum wages throughout the latter part of the 1970s and early 1980s reflects the fact that the real minimum had declined by so much since nominal minimum wages were infrequently adjusted and hence had not kept up with inflation. The declining real minimum wages may not have elicited an increase in low-wage employment in the same fashion as an increase in real minimum wages may elicit a reduction in low-wage employment. This could occur because the increases are overt and entail an announced increase while the declines are passive involving a slow erosion of the real minimum wage. Employers may not increase low wage employment in response to such passive signals because they feel the decline is temporary and will soon be offset by upward adjustments, and perhaps substantial ones to offset the cumulative decline.

Importantly, the more recent Canadian studies\(^5\), using the most recent data as well as different and more sophisticated methodologies, tend to find larger adverse employment effects at the higher end and beyond the consensus range, especially in the longer run. The elasticities typically range from -0.3 to -0.6 for teens (slightly lower for young adults), implying that a 10 percent increase in the minimum wage would lead to a 3 to 6 percent reduction in the employment of teens. The fact that they use different data sets and methodologies suggest that these results are robust.

The Canadian studies also find other results that are germane to the impact of minimum wages. Specifically, minimum wage increases also tend to reduce the labour force participation rate inducing some to leave the labour force and this means that not all of the employment reductions get translated into unemployment rate increases. In contrast to the U.S. where minimum wages tend to induce youths to leave school to queue for the now higher paying minimum wage jobs, no substantial impact on schooling tends to occur in Canada, although there may be some weak effect in school leaving for older youths\(^6\). In line with many (but not all) U.S. studies, minimum wages in Canada tend to have a small negative impact on training as the minimum wage may inhibit youths from accepting lower wages in return for training\(^7\).

There is no direct published Canadian evidence on the differential impact of raising minimum wages in times of high unemployment or low unemployment. Certainly it is the case that in times of economic expansion the adverse employment effect would occur in the form of slower employment growth of low-wage workers relative to what would have occurred in the

---


\(^6\) This conclusion on the lack of an effect on schooling should be regarded as tentative since it is based on the only Canadian study that examined the schooling effect (Campolieti, Fang and Gunderson 2005b).

\(^7\) This conclusion should also be regarded as tentative since it is based on the only Canadian study that analysed the effect on training (Baker 2005). The author emphasized that data problems preclude estimating robust results and that although the effects on training are generally negative, they are sometimes small and statistically insignificant. The author emphasized that the most likely negative effect is indirect, resulting from the more substantial adverse employment effect that precludes accumulating on-the-job training and experience.
absence of the minimum wage increase, while in times of economic contraction it is more likely to occur in the form of actual layoffs. As well, in times of tight labour markets the minimum wage increase is less likely to be a binding constraint in that the expansion would raise the wages of low-wage workers and hence have fewer of them affected by the minimum wage. Canadian evidence supports this in that only about 1% of workers in the tight labour market of Alberta are working at the minimum wage compared to about 4% in Canada as a whole and over 8% in Newfoundland and Labrador. In essence, a tight labour market is likely to be a low-wage workers “best friend.”

Summary of Canadian Evidence and International Perspective

Overall, the following generalizations emerge from the Canadian evidence:

- Minimum wages in Canada are very likely to create an adverse employment effect, especially for teens and to a lesser extent for young adults. Specifically, a 10% increase in the minimum wage is likely to reduce the employment of teens by 3% to 6%, and slightly lower for young adults (i.e., a minimum wage elasticity of -0.3 to -0.6 for teens).
- This involves a reduction in employment relative to what would have occurred in the absence of the minimum wage increase and not necessarily a decline in their actual employment. That is, it leads to slower employment growth in times of economic expansion, although there is the possibility of employment reductions in times of economic contraction.
- The adverse employment effect in Canada appears larger than that which exists in the U.S. were there is not a consensus and where negative employment elasticities tend to range from 0 to -0.6% rather than the -0.3% to -0.6% in Canada. This could reflect any combination of: better data in Canada for estimating the employment effects; more workers being affected by minimum wages in Canada; and longer run impacts being estimated in Canada.
- The adverse employment effects in Canada also tend to be larger than those reported in Britain where minimum wages were just introduced. However, British evidence of no effect is often based on employer perceptions. The few rigorous econometric evaluations find no adverse employment effect economy-wide but a conventional adverse employment effect in the low-wage sector with elasticities ranging from -0.1% to 0.3% -- a magnitude similar to the lower end of the range of the Canadian evidence. These could be regarded as lower bounds of the adverse employment effect in Britain for three reasons: they were done shortly after the minimum wage came into effect so that longer-run effects are not observed; the policy was anticipated and some adjustments may have occurred prior; and the minimum wage increases were very small and were instituted at a time when they could easily be absorbed by a rapidly expanding economy.
- The Canadian evidence is virtually identical with the OECD evidence suggesting an adverse employment effect of -0.3 to -0.6 (based on the more reliable data that did not include Spain and Portugal) and -0.1 to -0.3 when that less reliable data is included.
- In summary, Canadian evidence of an adverse employment effect whereby a 10% increase in minimum wages leads to a 3% to 6% reduction in teen employment (slightly
less for youths) is consistent with OECD evidence when restricted to reliable data, and it is at the high end when other comparisons are made (with the typical range of elasticities indicated in parenthesis): when less reliable OEDC data is included (-0.1 to -0.3); when compared to British data for the low-wage sector (-0.1 to -0.3); and for U.S. data (0 to -0.6).

- Since the Canadian evidence tends to be at the higher end of the international evidence, perhaps a reasonable conclusion is to use the lower bound of -0.3 of the Canadian range of -0.3 to -0.6 as a best “point estimate,” slightly lower for youths and higher for teens.
- It is an open question as to whether the larger adverse employment effects in Canada occur because of better data; more workers affected; or estimating longer-run effects.
- Minimum wages also likely reduce labour force participation inducing some to leave the labour force because of a lack of jobs and this means that not all of the employment reductions get translated into unemployment rate increases.
- Limited evidence in Canada suggests that minimum wages do not induce youths to leave school to queue for the now higher paying minimum wage jobs (although a weak effect in this direction is found for older youths). This is in contrast to U.S. evidence where many (but not all) studies find that minimum wages induce school leaving.
- Limited evidence in Canada also suggests that minimum wages tend to inhibit youths from accepting lower wages in return for training, although this direct effect is small and the more likely indirect effect is through the adverse employment effect that precludes those youths from accumulating on-the-job training and experience.
- While these generalizations tend to emerge from the Canadian studies and international evidence, it is important to emphasise that zero employment effects are sometimes found in some of the econometric specifications, including those in Canada. As such, we should be modest in our claims and avoid the extremes of concluding no adverse employment effect or severe adverse employment effects from modest minimum wage increases.

Likely Impact of a Large One-Time Increase Compared to Gradual Periodic Increases

In theory, a large one-time increase in the minimum wage should have the same impact compared to gradual, periodic increases of the same amount over a specific period of time. For example, a single $2.00 increase applied over a two-year period of time should have the same approximate impact as four $0.50 increases 6 months apart. This is so because the cost increase is the same and it is the cost aspect that should influence employer behaviour.

However, there are practical reasons as to why a single large one-time increase in the minimum wage is likely to have a greater impact than gradual and periodic increases. First, the large one-time increase may be difficult for employers to absorb at that point in time, especially for small firms. Some may even go out of business as a result of the more considerable cost increase. Second, the large one-time increase may “shock” employers into doing more major adjustments. This is especially the case for adjustments that may involve changes in processes that use alternative inputs to substitute for the more expensive minimum wage labour. Third, employers may take the large one-time increase as a signal of government policy that favours labour, or at least low-wage labour, and hence is a harbinger of future changes in the same
direction. This may induce employers to make adjustments away from using low-wage labour that are even greater than the adjustments from that minimum wage increase itself.

This is some limited Canadian evidence\(^8\) on the differential effect of a large one-time minimum wage increase based on the experience in British Columbia in 1994-95 where two $0.50 increases occurred for a large cumulative increase of the minimum wage of $1.00. The adverse employment effects were approximately twice as large as those based on a series of smaller cumulative minimum wage increases of the same magnitude.

That same study examined the differential impact of pre-announced and regular scheduled minimum wage increases as occurred in Quebec every October 1 for much of the late 1980s and 1990s. The results were similar to the normal results that occurred from more ad hoc and irregular increases. If anything, the adverse employment effects were slightly larger if the minimum wage increases were pre-announced and scheduled regularly, perhaps because this provides employers with greater certainty of the increases and hence an incentive to adjust.

This limited evidence therefore suggests that:
- minimum wage increases that are pre-announced and regularly scheduled have either no differential effect or a slightly larger adverse employment effect, but that
- a large one-time minimum wage increase has an adverse employment effect approximately twice as large.

These are both compared to the normal ad hoc periodic minimum wage increases of the same magnitude.

This evidence can be used to predict the effect of a large one-time increase of 25% in the Ontario minimum wage, for example, from $8.00 per hour to $10.00 per hour. Based on the previously discussed range of Canadian elasticity estimates where a 10% increase in the minimum wage gives rise to a 3% to 6% reduction in teen employment, such a 25% increase in the minimum wage should give rise to a 7.5% to 15% reduction in teen employment, assuming no differential impact of a large one-time increase compared to a series of irregular ad hoc increases of the same magnitude. If the effect of a one-time large increase is twice\(^9\) the magnitude as a series of ad hoc irregular increases (as the limited evidence suggests) then the effect would be double to approximately a 15% to 30% reduction in teen employment. The impacts would be slightly less for youths.

Clearly, this limited evidence suggests that ad hoc irregular minimum wage increases are likely to have smaller adverse employment effects compared to either:
- minimum wage increases that are pre-announced and regularly scheduled (although the differences here are very small) and especially
- large one-time periodic minimum wage increases of the same magnitude.

---

\(^8\) Campolieti, Fang and Gunderson (2005a).

\(^9\) This magnitude should not be regarded as robust, however, since it is based on only one study and on one such increase in a single jurisdiction in Canada.
In essence, at least from the perspective of an adverse employment effect, there seems little rationale for moving away from ad hoc irregular minimum wage increases and towards minimum wage increases that are pre-announced and regularly scheduled and especially large one-time periodic minimum wage increases of the same magnitude.

**Impact of Ontario Having a Higher Minimum Wage Than in Other Provinces**

The existing literature does not provide evidence on the extent to which an unusually high minimum wage in one jurisdiction would have a differential impact over and above the effect associated with the minimum wage itself. The existing literature generally relates the minimum wage in a jurisdiction to *its own average wage* rate to obtain a relative wage measure and thereby control for such factors as cost of living differences and general economic conditions.

However, there are reasons as to why Ontario having a higher minimum wage relative to the minimum wage in other provinces may have an effect *over and above* the effect from the higher minimum wage itself. First, employers may substitute their low-wage production away from Ontario with its high relative minimum wage and into provinces with lower relative minimum wages. Second, and in a related vein, employers may be more likely to make their investments (and hence the job creation associated with those investments) in jurisdictions with fewer regulatory constraints. A high minimum wage in Ontario relative to other provinces may be taken as a signal of such regulatory constraints and hence deter investment. These effects can lead to adverse employment effects that are larger than those that arise from the higher minimum wage itself.

These responses on the part of employers will be muted somewhat if the high minimum wage in Ontario relative to other provinces simply reflects compensating wages for a higher cost of living or other factors that affect general wage levels. In that vein, a higher relative minimum wage in Ontario would be a minimum wage in Ontario that is higher relative to the average wage in Ontario compared to the minimum wage in other provinces relative to their average wages.

**Macro-economic Effects**

The limited Canadian evidence on the macroeconomic effects of minimum wages suggests that minimum wages:

- Increase the overall unemployment rate and especially for groups like teens and youths who are most likely to be affected by minimum wages
- Reduce the labour force participation rate since some who cannot find jobs leave the labour force altogether, and this also mutes the increase in the unemployment rate
- Increase the aggregate wage level
- Increase inflation
- Increases the structural or natural rate of unemployment (i.e., the unemployment rate that is consistent in the long run with no change in the inflation rate) and thereby worsens the trade-between inflation and unemployment. Such structural unemployment cannot be reduced through monetary or fiscal stimulus except in the short-run and with inflationary consequences.
- Reduces GDP.

These effects are not likely to be substantial, however, given the small numbers that are likely affected by minimum wage increases, especially if they are of a reasonable magnitude.

Advocates of minimum wage increases sometimes argue that minimum wages could increase the purchasing power of recipients of minimum wage increases and this could increase consumption and hence aggregate demand, possibly with multiplier effects through the system. This would be the case especially if such groups had a higher propensity to consume out of their low income. This could offset some of the adverse employment effect of the minimum wage increase.

Economists tend not to give much credence to such arguments for a number of reasons. First, large numbers would have to be affected in a substantial fashion for aggregate demand to increase. Second, any adverse employment effect would reduce the purchasing power of those who did not have a job because of the minimum wage increase. Third, it is not clear that the marginal propensity to consume out of additional income is higher for low-wage workers so that additional income put in their hands would increase aggregate demand. Fourth, minimum wages essentially involve a transfer from employers and ultimately customers to workers who receive the higher wage and still have a job. This means that employers are spending less, say on investment, as are customers if their real purchasing power is reduced by higher prices. These in turn can reduce aggregate demand.

**Impact of the Differential Student Sub-Minimum Wage**

A lower minimum wage for students (or any other group) should reduce any adverse employment they experience. This can be particularly appealing since students are not likely to be placed in poverty by having a lower wage, in part because of their family situation and in part because of the temporary nature of their work while in school. As well, they are unlikely to have children and hence there is not a concern that their lower wage can exacerbate child poverty. In fact, since employers may substitute away from other higher minimum wage workers into lower minimum wage student workers, the employment of students could actually increase (or at least the adverse employment effect may be lessened considerably). This is especially the case if employers regard students as more productive than youths who are not still in school. Limited Canadian evidence\(^\text{10}\), however, suggests that there is no substantial evidence of substitution of students for non-students in response to *normal* minimum wage increases, although such a substitution could still occur if there were a lower student minimum wage.

\(^{10}\) Campolieti, Fang and Gunderson (2005b).
There is some evidence that a student sub-minimum may be a “non-issue” since employers tend not to pay the lower sub-minimum even when it exists. Whether this reflects concern over morale problems if students were paid a lower wage compared to non-students doing the same work is an open question. This is not likely to be a concern with the sub-minimums for those who receive substantial tips since it is well-known that is why they get such a sub-minimum. When employers do pay the sub-minimum, most (but not all) of the evidence suggest that it is effective in reducing the adverse employment effects for such groups. In the case of students, since they are a prominent group affected by minimum wages, this can also reduce the cost of minimum wages for employers.

This, however, highlights three important trade-offs. First, from an equity point of view, inducing a substitution away from low-wage youths who are not students towards students may not be desirable since the non-students are likely the most vulnerable and disadvantaged, in need of employment and work experience. It is true that they would have a higher wage from the higher minimum, but a small wage gain is likely to matter less than the risk of not having a job at all, especially for dropouts. Second, morale problems may arise when students doing the exact same job as non-students are paid a lower wage simply because they are students (albeit, employers can offset this by not paying the sub-minimum). Third, fostering student employment by having a lower student minimum wage may not be desirable given the (limited) Canadian evidence that working while in school has a strong negative effect on the probability of graduating and a weaker long-run negative effect on subsequent wages. This does not imply that students should be “protected from themselves” by pricing them out of the market through the regular minimum wage. It does, however, raise the issue of whether their employment should be encouraged relative to the employment of low-wage non-students.

Trade-offs from Raising the Minimum Wage

The previous discussion has highlighted a number of employment related trade-offs that must be considered in any decision to raise the minimum wage. The main ones identified include:

- Higher minimum wages will raise the wages of recipients (mainly teens and youths) but have negative effects on
  - Reducing their employment and hours of work
  - Reducing their opportunities to receive training in return for lower wages, albeit this effect is likely to be small especially if student sub-minimums exist
- Student sub-minimums will reduce these negative effects, but can have other negative effects by
  - Inducing a substitution away from non-students (e.g., dropouts) and from young adults who may be more vulnerable and in need of the higher wage
  - Fostering potential morale problems if students get a lower wage relative to others working next to them and doing the exact same work
  - Encouraging students to work while in school which (limited) evidence suggests has a strong negative effect on graduating and a weak negative effect on subsequent earnings
A one-time large increase in the minimum wage has appeal especially if it moves recipients closer to a poverty line level of income, but the adverse effects on employment are likely to be much larger (limited evidence suggesting twice as large) than the adverse effects from periodic increases that accumulate to the same magnitude.

A series of pre-announced moderate increases has considerable appeal since it enables employers to see their cost increases in advance and it signals a pre-commitment to increase minimum wages perhaps to restore their real values after a period of prolonged erosion. However, there are potential trade-offs in that:

- The adverse employment effects may be very slightly larger than those from ad hoc increases (perhaps reflecting the adjustment of employers to what they regard as a more certain cost increase), although the differences are very minimal and the evidence very limited.
- They reduce the political debate at each time the pre-determined increase occurs, although many would regard this as a positive and not negative trade-off.

As outlined in the next section, minimum wages can very slightly reduce the poverty of the working poor and the higher wages can induce moving off social assistance or other forms of income maintenance, although trade-offs include:

- Those who have their employment and hours reduced are even poorer, and this is especially problematic if they are likely to be the most vulnerable (e.g., dropouts and permanently unskilled, as opposed to teens and youth who are more likely to be temporarily unskilled).
- Any reduction in training may lead to longer run poverty.
- Extensive spillovers occur to the non-poor and especially teens and youths living at home and multiple earner families.

**EVIDENCE OF THE IMPACT OF THE MINIMUM WAGE ON POVERTY**

Curbing poverty is a common objective of minimum wage legislation. Some light can be shed on this issue by comparing the earnings of minimum wage workers to commonly used low income measures, reviewing the impact of minimum wage increases on income differentials, and comparing the effectiveness of the minimum wage to other programs to address poverty.

**Earnings of Minimum Wage Workers Compared to Low-Income Measures**

The latest available “poverty line” figures from the Statistics Canada Before-Tax, Low Income Cut-Offs (LICOs) are for 2005. They are provided by seven family sizes ranging from 1 to 7+, and by five community sizes, but are not provided separately by province. The poverty line for a family of one ranges from $14,303 for rural communities to $20,778 for communities of over 500,000. The higher end one of $20,778 is likely a good approximation for Ontario since it would overstate the poverty line because smaller communities are not factored in, but it would underestimate the poverty line to the extent that expenditures are higher in Ontario than in other provinces. Adjusting that $20,778 poverty line upwards by 6% for inflation between 2005 and 2007 would lead to a poverty line of $22,025 or $22,000 rounded.
The $8.00 minimum wage that prevails throughout most of 2007 when multiplied by a 40 hour week for 52 weeks yields an annual income of $16,640 or 75.6% of the poverty line of $22,000. Based on an approximation of 30 hours per week since most minimum wage workers work part-time, would yield an annual income of $12,480 or 56.7% of the poverty line. Raising the minimum wage to $10 would therefore yield an annual income of $20,800 or 94.5% of the poverty line assuming a 40 hour week and $15,600 or 70.9% of the poverty line assuming a 30 hour week.

Minimum Wages as a Blunt Instrument to Curb Poverty

There tends to be general agreement amongst economists that minimum wages are an exceedingly blunt instrument for curbing poverty. This is so for a variety of reasons:

- Many of the poor do not work so it would only help the working poor
- Many of the working poor only work few hours so that a minimum wage increase when multiplied by their hours of work would not increase their income by much.
- Even for the working poor, minimum wages would be poorly targeted since they also affect the wages of youths and multiple earners in non-poor families (i.e., there are extensive spillovers to workers who are not poor). In Canada\textsuperscript{11}, the probability of working at the minimum wage, for example, is only 3% for those 25-64, the age group for which working poverty is likely to be of greatest concern. Conversely, almost half (47%) of minimum wage workers are teenagers and a further 16% are youths age 20-24. Approximately, 60% of minimum wage workers are teens or youths who live with their parents, 25% are couples (of which 75% have a spouse employed at a job above the minimum wage), 11% are unattached individuals and 4% are single heads of families.
- Many minimum wage jobs are temporary stepping-stones held by youths who will not be in a state of long-run poverty, stuck in such minimum wage jobs. For example, more than half of all minimum wage workers had been in their current job for no more than one year. Only slightly more than 1% of persons who had been in their job for more than five years were working at the minimum wage.
- Poverty is related to family income relative to family need, while minimum wages are paid to individuals irrespective of their family situation or need.
- Minimum wages affect only small portions of the population.
- Even if the minimum wage worker were in poverty and remained employed, the earnings increase would not likely do much to close the poverty gap. A typical minimum wage increase of $0.25 per hour when multiplied by a full-year, full-time work-year of 2,000 hours would increase annual income by $500. The impact would be less for most since almost 60% of minimum wage workers work part-time.
- While curbing poverty is a legitimate social goal, using minimum wages to curb poverty places the onus on employers to deal with a social issue the costs of which should be shared by society in general. If a person is paid $6.00 per hour and society deems that they should be paid $8.00 per hour for social reasons, then it would seem appropriate for

\textsuperscript{11} Figures for Canada as used in this section are from Battle (2003).
that difference to be paid out of general tax revenues perhaps in the form of a wage subsidy, rather than imposed on a particular employer – especially particular employers in specific industries.

The potential harmful effects of minimum wages that could exacerbate poverty include:

- The adverse employment effects mean a loss of jobs that can exacerbate poverty, especially if those who are not employed are likely to be the least skilled and most vulnerable.
- Any reduction in hours of work can also reduce earnings and contribute to poverty.
- To the extent that minimum wage inhibit less skilled workers from accepting a low wage in return for training or experience this could inhibit them from moving out of poverty in the longer-run.
- Pricing such jobs out of the market because they cannot be done at a low wage for the experience or training, can lead to their being done at a zero wage as in the case of volunteer work or unpaid internships that are often done for the value of the experience. Ironically, jobs that pay below the minimum wage are illegal, but jobs at zero wages can be encouraged for social reasons.

While minimum wages are a blunt instrument for curbing poverty, and could exacerbate it, they have some appeal in that higher minimum wage jobs may provide an inducement to leave social assistance or other income support programs. This is especially attractive since they facilitate persons earning their income which is generally preferred by both recipients and taxpayers to receiving income in the form of a transfer payment. As well, Canadian evidence does indicate that minimum-wage earners tend to be concentrated in the lower half of the income distribution of adjusted family income, although generally not at the very bottom. Youths living with their parents, for example, disproportionately come from the lower-middle class (deciles 3 to 5) of the income distribution. In essence, it is not the case that minimum wages have no potential to reduce poverty; rather, they are an exceedingly blunt instrument. The limited empirical evidence that exists on this topic also suggests they have almost no effect on overall poverty and a very slight effect on reducing poverty of the working poor.

**Impact of Minimum Wages on Wage Inequality, Income Differentials and Poverty**

Minimum wages can reduce wage inequality by moving low-wage workers up the wage distribution – effectively truncating some part of the low-wage distribution. To the extent that they have positive spillover effects, raising the wages of some low-wage workers who are paid above the minimum wage (so as to restore the former relative wages) this could also raise the wages of other low-wage workers. In a less desirable fashion, the adverse employment effect also means that some low-wage jobs can be eliminated, highlighting that reductions in wage inequality should not be regarded as an end in itself if it means simply the elimination of jobs at the low-end of the wage distribution. As well, in the longer run, wage inequality could be increased, if minimum wages reduced training and human capital formation.
The empirical evidence generally confirms that minimum wages tend to reduce wage inequality. This does not necessarily mean, however, that they will also reduce poverty or even income inequality. Their effect on reducing employment and hours can exacerbate income inequality and poverty, and the connection between wages and income distribution and poverty is complicated by the fact that poverty relates to family income as well as family needs. If minimum wages reduce wage inequality largely by raising the wages of teens and youths, this will not necessarily reduce income inequality and poverty. The empirical literature also bears this out. That is, minimum wages do not exacerbate poverty as could be the case if the adverse effect on employment or hours were large, but they have virtually no effect on overall poverty and only a very small effect on reducing poverty amongst the working poor.

Comparing Minimum Wage to Other Programs to Address Poverty

While minimum wages are an exceedingly blunt instrument for alleviating poverty, and the evidence suggests they have little or no effect, they must be compared to other alternatives. Even an exceedingly blunt instrument may be better than no instrument. Or modifying Churchill’s dictum that democracy is the worst system, except for all others, it is possible that minimum wages are the worst instrument for alleviating poverty, except for all others. Obviously, a full assessment of the best practices for reducing poverty is beyond the scope of this analysis, but some observations can be made especially with comparisons with respect to minimum wages.

There is general agreement amongst economists that a full-employment, growing economy is a best line of defence for alleviating poverty, at least amongst the working poor (which is the target group for minimum wages to alleviate poverty). This is so especially because a growing demand for labour increases both wages and employment, in contrast to wage fixing which increases wages at the expense of likely employment and hours reductions. A growing full-employment economy generally also disproportionately helps low-wage workers who are otherwise often the “last to be hired, and the “first to be fired”. It also helps them shift from often lower paying non-standard jobs many of which are part-time, to standard full-time jobs.

Facilitating a growing full-employment economy, of course, is easier said than done. And while there is general agreement about its desirability, there is less agreement about whether this should be facilitated by reduced regulations in the labour market, including minimum wage regulations. Those who favour deregulation to foster growth tend to emphasise that a “raising tide raises all boats.” Those who oppose deregulation tend to emphasise that it “raises the yachts more than the dinghies that are anchored to the bottom.” Resolving this debate is beyond the scope of this analysis; however, it is the case that costly regulations that do not have positive feedback effects on efficiency are harder to sustain in a global economy where capital is mobile and investment (and the associated jobs) can more easily relocate to jurisdictions and other countries that have fewer costly regulations.
Training and skills upgrading of persons whose skills are such that they would otherwise earn below a minimum wage is an attractive possibility. It facilitates recipients earning their income and does not require employers to make up the difference between what they are paid for their low skills and what society deems they should earn. Unfortunately, the empirical evidence does not generally suggest high returns for the training and upgrading of disadvantaged workers. Public support for such training would have to be justified on equity grounds and not efficiency grounds, albeit the equity rationale can be very strong.

Although we have little confirmatory evidence, apprenticeship training can be a particularly appealing option for youths who otherwise do not benefit from the more conventional academic education. Policies to remove the barriers that inhibit such training could be useful including: better information on careers in apprenticeships; overcoming the stigmas that are often associated with vocational training like apprenticeships; fostering better links with the education system; fostering flexibility in prior learning and experience recognition and in allowing “testing out” of the classroom requirements; and fostering a more rapid completion rate.

Labour market information and mobility programs are other active labour market adjustment programs that could enable people to move from low-wage jobs into higher paying jobs, perhaps in other regions. This is in contrast to passive income maintenance programs like employment insurance, which discourage such mobility and encourage people to stay in higher unemployment, low-wage regions, often mixing periods of low-wage seasonal work with unemployment insurance.

Improving the education of young people can be an important policy to raise their skills to enable them to command more than a minimum wage. The empirical evidence clearly indicates that education yields high returns in terms of improved wages and employment prospects, especially given the shift to an information economy. The private returns are in the neighbourhood of 10 percent or more from every additional year of education – a return that is double the real return on conventional investments. Importantly, the evidence also indicates that the returns are very high for completing certain phases of education such as high school graduation, and that the returns are very high from preventing high-school drop-outs and encouraging them to complete high school. Otherwise, such drop-outs are logical candidates for minimum wage jobs; reducing the drop-out rate may go a long way in reducing their likelihood of working in minimum wage jobs.

Credential recognition especially for immigrants can also enhance their wages and employment. It is difficult to assess the importance of this as an alternative to minimum wages given the high skill levels of most immigrants and the fact that credential recognition generally relates to recognizing the skills of such skilled immigrants. In essence, it is unlikely that skilled immigrants whose credentials are not recognized work in minimum wage jobs as opposed to jobs where their wages are beneath their skills. Certainly, family members may work in minimum wage jobs, but if they do it is unlikely because of a lack of credential recognition, albeit we do not have solid evidence on this.
Overall, active labour market programs (e.g., training, apprenticeships, education, labour market information, mobility and credential recognition) that would raise or recognize the skills of otherwise low-wage workers are likely to do much more to move them out of poverty than are the exceedingly blunt instrument of minimum wages. Focussing on minimum wages means that most of the benefit of such wage increases would go to teens and youths many of whom are students and living at home. And the benefits of the wage increase would only go to those who had a job after the increase. In contrast, active labour market programs can be better targeted towards the low-wage workers who are likely most in need of having their wages enhanced. This would include adults or young adults who are more permanent low-wage workers, especially without other family resources.

The one income support measure that has appeal in this area is some form earnings subsidy such as exists in the Earned-Income Tax Credit in the US. Such a policy basically involves a wage subsidy that is targeted to low-income individuals, and especially those with children, with no further subsidy after a certain threshold of income, and the subsidy being reduced after a higher threshold level of income and ultimately phased-out so that it does not go to persons with higher income. In effect, if society deems that low-income persons should not have to work for a low-wage, then society is providing the subsidy to increase their wage, but phasing out the subsidy as income increases. It is an “income tested” refundable tax credit administered through the income tax system and is paid irrespective of other income taxes paid by individuals.

In the U.S. the Earned Income Tax Credit has bypassed welfare as the largest income-support program for working-age individuals. It has been consistently increased, with bipartisan support, since its inception in 1975. Similar tax-based wage subsidies exist in other countries, in various forms. All have features that low-wages are effectively raised through refundable tax credits. They have the virtue of “making work pay” by increasing wages (as can minimum wages); however, by not increasing wages paid by employers they do not have an adverse effect on employment or hours worked (as do minimum wages). By being targeted to low-income individuals or families through the tax system they are better targeted towards the working poor and child poverty, unlike minimum wages which are poorly targeted as discussed previously.

Wage subsidy programs can also be a component of the Employment Benefit and Support Measures administered under Part II of the EI program and part of Labour Market Development Agreements. Such programs are targeted to EI recipients, however, and designed to encourage employers to hire persons who are otherwise unemployed (perhaps because of minimum wages). They are not general wage supplementation programs designed to help the working poor.

Overall, minimum wages are at best an exceedingly blunt instrument for reducing poverty and essentially have no effect on reducing overall poverty and only a very small effect on reducing poverty amongst the working poor. As such, active labour market policies to improve the earnings potential of the working poor are likely to be better targeted and more effective. As well, policies to alleviate dropping out of school are potentially very important so
that such dropouts do not become “career” minimum wage workers. With respect to transfer programs, more attention is merited on earnings subsidy programs like the Earned Income Tax Credit in the US.

While these other policies are likely to be more effective, and to do less harm, than minimum wages, it should also be emphasised that low wages are likely to be very resilient to policy initiatives. This is not an easy policy problem to solve. As indicated, facilitating full employment and growth is easier said that done. Active labour market programs are costly, and many (like training the disadvantaged) may not be cost-effective from a narrow cost-benefit calculation (albeit they may be rationalized for distributional or equity reasons). Credential recognition is important not only in this area but in others, but it is not a simple task. Earnings subsidies through the tax system merit more attention but they can be costly in terms of forgone revenues and they can imply clawbacks that can reduce the work incentives of higher wage individuals.

While there are issues associated with each of these other policy initiatives to reduce poverty amongst the working poor, they are very likely to be better targeted and more effective than minimum wages. As such, an “arsenal of weapons” approach that uses a range of these programs is likely to be most effective. Minimum wages, however (and unfortunately), have considerable political appeal and appeal to the general public. If wages are “too low” the solution seems simple – legislate them to a higher level. The adverse effects on employment and hours worked and the possible adverse effect on training are much more subtle and do not appear on the surface or likely in the short-run.

Focusing on minimum wages highlights an important policy issue. Wages, more than any other “price” are called upon to serve a variety of functions. They are called upon to serve an allocative function with respect to allocating labour to its most efficient uses: to curb labour and skill shortages; to reallocate labour from declining sectors and regions to expanding ones; to create the appropriate incentives with respect to labour supply (participation, hours and effort); and to motivate workers and to encourage skill and human capital formation. They are also called upon, however, to serve a distributional role to curb poverty, reduce income inequality, provide a ‘living” wage and impart social status. As well, they influence macroeconomic factors such as inflation and unemployment, as well as competitiveness and growth. Not surprisingly, when burdened with so many “masters”, wages may serve none well. In such circumstances, it may be best to allow wages to focus on their primary allocative functions and to use other policy mechanisms that are better targeted and more effective in achieving the other objectives.

It is also the case, however, that moderate increases in minimum wages, to sustain their value relative to average wages are not likely to have disastrous consequences, especially if introduced in expansionary periods. As long as the floor is not raised too much, the roof is not likely to fall in.
EVIDENCE OF THE IMPACT OF THE MINIMUM WAGE ON BUSINESS COSTS

Since the proportion of workers affected by a minimum wage increase varies by industry and firm size, minimum wage increases will have a differential impact by industry and firm size. They will also have a differential impact on payroll costs, and hence competitiveness, given that wages vary by industry and firm size.

Differential Effect by Industry and Firm Size

As indicated in the previous profile analysis, 88% of workers most likely to be affected by a minimum wage increase to $10 are in the service sector. Within that broad sector, 38% are in wholesale or retail trade, 20.2% in accommodation and food services, 7% in business building and other support services, and 5.5% in information, culture and recreation. The extent to which they will be affected depends as well on the incidence of minimum wage workers in their sectors. All of these industries have an above average incidence of minimum wage workers: 26.4% in wholesale or retail trade, 37.2% in accommodation and food services, 18.5% in business building and other support services, and 12.6% in information, culture and recreation, all relative to the average of 11.2%. The only other specific industry with an above average incidence of minimum wage workers is agriculture with 27.6% of its workforce being minimum wage, but because it is so small, only 2.2% of minimum wage workers are in agriculture. Its high incidence of minimum wage workers, however, means that it will be substantially affected. In essence, the rank order of industries most affected as reflected in the incidence figures is:

- accommodation and food services,
- agriculture
- wholesale or retail trade,
- business building and other support services, and
- information, culture and recreation

Because accommodation and food services and wholesale and retail trade are such large sectors, they also account for the majority (58.1%) of minimum wage workers.

With respect to firm size, the proportion of workers who would be affected by a minimum wage increase to $10 is (perhaps surprisingly) not that different across firm sizes, although it generally falls as firm size increases. As indicated in the previous profile analysis, the proportions affected are:

- 15.6% for small firms of fewer than 20 employees
- 11.8% for firms of 20-99 employees
- 9.7% for firms of 100-500 employees
- 9.9% for firms of more than 500 employees.
Small firms will be disproportionately adversely affected, but the differences are not that great. The adverse effect on small firms may be more severe, however, because they are more likely to be at the margin of surviving.

Effect on Payroll Costs

The impact on payroll costs will depend upon the proportion of workers affected by a minimum wage increase and the extent to which wages increase as a result of the minimum wage increase. When that cost is expressed as a percent of payroll it will also depend upon the size of the payroll not affected by the minimum wage increase. Other things equal, the effect on payroll costs will be large if:

- a high proportion of the industries workers are affected by a minimum wage increase
- their wages increase substantially as a result of the minimum wage increase
- the remaining payroll is low (i.e., it is generally a low-wage industry) so that the cost increase as a result of the minimum wage increase is a high proportion of total payroll costs.

Table 3 provides estimates of the impact of increasing the Ontario minimum wage to $10 per hour by firm size and by industry. Two sets of calculations are provided for two sets of workforces. The first set of calculations is based on increasing the wages of all those between the old general minimum wage ($7.45 in January 2006, and $7.75 from February to December 2006) up to a new minimum wage of $10.00. The second set of calculations is based on increasing all wages below $10 up to $10. The first calculation is a lower-bound estimate in that it assumes that the wages of those below the old minimum wage will not change. Some, however, may increase, such as those at a sub-minimum (albeit likely up to a new sub-minimum and not to the full $10.00). Others below the old minimum would likely still be below the new minimum, such as those who illegally worked below the old minimum or who were ineligible or whose wage was below the old minimum because of measurement error in the survey. The second calculation is an upper bound because it is not likely that all of those below the old minimum would rise to $10 per hour, although most could if the sub-minimums were eliminated and if the law was completely enforced.

The payroll costs arising from such calculations are expressed as a percent of two workforces. The first is the workforce that has their wages increased by such an increase; this yields the percent by which their wages will increase. The second set of workers is the total workforce; this yields the payroll cost increase amortized across the whole workforce.

These calculations do not take account of the payroll savings from any reduction in the employment or hours of such workers affected by the minimum wage increase. However, to the extent that this is offset by the costs of other inputs used in place of the higher minimum wage labour, then this factor can be ignored. The calculations may also slightly underestimate the true cost increase since they do not take account of any increase in wages above the minimum wage, and evidence suggests that such spillovers exist although they are fairly small. However, they
may also slightly overestimate the cost of moving from an 8.00 to a $10 minimum because they are based on the latest available 2006 figures where the minimum wage was $7.75 and not $8.00.

As indicated in top row of Table 3, the total payroll cost increase is estimated to range from 9.6% to 13.1% for those workers who will have their wages increased to $10 based, respectively, on the lower bound calculation of increasing wages of those at or above the old general minimum wage to $10.00, and the upper bound calculation of increasing wages of all those below $10.00 up to $10.00. When amortized over the total workforce (not just those who have their wages directly increased) this amounts to 0.6% to 0.8% of payroll cost (i.e., less than 1% of payroll)

The costs as a percent of total payroll, however, are almost three times as high for small firms (ranging from 1.1% to 1.6% of total payroll) compared to large forms of more than 500 (ranging from 0.4% to 0.6% of total payroll).

The costs vary even more dramatically by industry. They are highest in accommodation and food services (ranging from 4.2% to 6.3% of payroll) and wholesale and retail trade (ranging from (1.7% to 2.2% of payroll).

Effect on Competitiveness

The effect on competitiveness depends in part on the cost increases and on the extent to which competitive pressures prevail. While the cost increases of normal moderate minimum wage increases are likely to be absorbed with a minimum of disruption, the cost increases associated with a 25% increase in minimum wages from $8.00 to $10.00 is very likely to be disruptive especially in sectors like accommodation and food services and wholesale or retail trade, where, respectively, 37.2% and 26.4% of the workforces are affected. This effect on their competitiveness may be especially severe given that these minimum wage industries are dominated by small firms, many of which are on the margin of survival.

There may be some saving grace from the fact that these are largely “non-tradable” sectors somewhat immune from foreign competition. However, they are more “tradable” than appears at first glance, since they are subject to the competitive forces associated with tourism and cross-border shopping. Even if substitute services are not generally “imported”, the people who consume them can shop elsewhere. Given the recent increase in the Canadian dollar, these sectors are particularly vulnerable, and a large minimum wage increase can be a “double whammy” in that regard.

There is very limited evidence on the impact of minimum wages on ultimate competitiveness. Limited evidence from “event studies” suggests that announcements of minimum wage increases reduce the stock market value of firms that tend to employ minimum wage workers, but that the effects are small, in the neighbourhood of 1% to 2%.
APPROACHES AND MECHANISMS TO DETERMINE FUTURE MINIMUM WAGE INCREASES IN ONTARIO

There are a variety of mechanisms and criteria for determining future minimum wage increases. Each has their pros and cons.

One criteria, and a common one raised in the media and used by advocates of minimum wage increases, is that minimum wages should provide a full-year, full-time worker with adequate income to provide at least a “poverty” level of income. While intuitively appealing, this criteria suffers from a number of serious problems.

- Poverty is a family income concept and relates to family needs as well as income and earnings of other family members. Minimum wages are related to individual income irrespective of their family situation or need. Paying a young person who lives at home in a middle or upper income family that is well beyond the poverty line because both parents work (now the norm) is unnecessary to curb their non-existent poverty, and paying such a minimum wage to an unskilled adult in a family of four with no other workers will be insufficient to curb their poverty. Obviously, it also does nothing to the non-working poor.
- Treating minimum wages as such an income maintenance program is poorly targeted since it has huge spillover benefits to the non-needy and is inadequate for the needy. There are only so many public resources, including regulatory resources, that can be “spent” on important public priorities. As such, “smart” policies have to be well targeted; linking minimum wages to poverty is not targeting well.
- Setting a minimum wage equal to or close to a poverty level of income assumes that the recipients will retain their job and/or their same hours of work. If there are job losses or reductions in hours of work as a result of the minimum wages then those people are even further from the poverty level of income.
- This may also occur if minimum wages inhibit persons from taking low-wage jobs for the experience and training they provide. We encourage teens and youths to volunteer or to do intern work for free for the training, experience and networks, but we discourage them from doing work for low wages in return for training, experience and networks.
- The large minimum wages increases necessary to enable a single individual to earn at least a poverty level of income invariably would have substantial adverse effects on employment and hours of work.
- Such minimum wage increases also fall disproportionately on small employers in specific parts of the service sector, and it is not obvious why they should bear the burden of a legitimate social goal of curbing poverty for the working poor. Other policies, as discussed previously, are better targeted and more effective.

Index to Inflation

Indexing the minimum wage to inflation also has intuitive appeal so as to maintain the real value of the minimum wage. For some, it has appeal because it somewhat takes the debate out of the political arena. This criteria, however, also has problems:
It assumes that the established real minimum wage is “correct” and therefore its real value should be maintained.

There may be times when both the inflation rate and unemployment rate are high, and it may not be appropriate to raise the minimum wage in a period of high unemployment.

Even if a high inflation rate is generally accompanied by a low aggregate unemployment rate, the unemployment rate for particular groups who are likely adversely affected by a minimum wage increase may be particularly high and it may not be appropriate to automatically raise minimum wages at that time.

Linking to inflation may considerably alter the relationship to wage measures such as average wages since the relationship between average wages and inflation is not static.

Taking the debate out of the political arena seems inappropriate. The trade-offs involved in minimum wages are exactly the sorts of items that are the legitimate subject of informed political debate.

Indexing the minimum wage to a measure like average hourly earnings also has intuitive appeal so as to maintain the value of the minimum wage relative to that standard. This criteria also has problems:

- It assumes that there is some appropriate ratio that should be maintained. But such a ratio is not obvious.
- The average wage is less meaningful in current times when multiple-earner families are the norm, compared to earlier times when single-earner families were dominant, and male, blue-collar wages in manufacturing were a common norm.
- The average wage is distorted by the growing number of very high wages in the upper tails of the wage distribution, as well as by the growing wage inequality where fewer persons are at the average. The median wage may be a better measure for that reasons, and a wage at the lower decile in the wage distribution may be even more appropriate, albeit this still assumes that some measure of central tendency or benchmark in the wage distribution is an appropriate norm.
- Linking to the average wage can give rise to a never-ending spiral of minimum wage increases and a moving target, if minimum wage increases also increase the average wage which in turn induces a minimum wage increase and so forth.

Pre-Committed Wage Increases

Pre-committing to a set of future minimum wage increases has appeal since it provides a degree of certainty over what is happening in this area. This may be particularly appealing as an alternate to a single large wage increase that is only periodically made, perhaps to compensate for past declines in the real value of the minimum wage. This is so especially because the empirical evidence (albeit limited) discussed previously suggested that a periodic large increase has a much greater adverse employment than a series of ad hoc minimum wage increases of the same magnitude. That limited evidence, however, also suggested that a series of pre-announced
wage increases did not have any less of an adverse employment effect than did a series of ad hoc minimum wage increases of the same magnitude; if anything, the pre-announced wage increases had a slightly larger adverse employment effect. That is, the ranking from best to worst in terms of minimizing adverse employment effects appear to be: ad hoc periodic wage increases; then pre-announced series of small and certain minimum wage increases of the same magnitude (albeit this is close to the ad hoc procedure); then considerable worsening for infrequent large wage increases.

While pre-committed, pre-announced minimum wage increases has this appeal especially relative to infrequent large wage increases, the disadvantages are:

- They appear to be no better and may have a slightly more adverse employment effect than periodic ad hoc increases, perhaps because employers see the cost increases with more certainty and make the adjustments.
- The pre-committed amounts may be inappropriate if future circumstances change. There is likely to be an asymmetry in this regard. That is, if the economy is booming and other wages and inflation are increasing, it is politically easier to “top-up” the pre-announced amount. If the economy worsens, however, it is likely to be politically impossible to reduce the pre-committed amount in spite of potentially larger adverse effects on employment and hours.
- Pre-committed amounts somewhat take the issue out of political debate, which is regarded as positive by some, but such debate may be appropriate given the difficult trade-offs that are involved. Pre-committed amounts, however, may concentrate the debate at a single time when such issues are being debated.

Minimum Wage Commissions

Minimum wage commissions as established in the U.K. and Manitoba can also be used to recommend or even establish minimum wage changes, although governments will obviously ultimately be responsible. The recent federal Fair Labour Standards Review Commission (Arthur’s Commission) can also be considered such a commission.

Such commissions can give the appearance of objectivity and arms length from the governments that establish them. Nevertheless, they will likely reflect the views of Commissioners and if they are bipartisan, they invariably will be split. As indicated previously, one problem with the minimum wage research is that one can invariably “cherry pick” and find a study or set of studies that justify almost any action, as opposed to relying on some “preponderance of evidence.” Such “cherry picking” of selective evidence can certainly be done with such commissions.

Relevance of Economic Conditions

The previous discussion suggested that flexibility in establishing minimum wage changes was desirable so that they could be geared to economic conditions at the time. Also, empirical
evidence suggested that the adverse effect on employment and hours worked was lessened in periods of economic expansion. Certainly, the adverse employment effects would be more masked because they would occur in the form of reduced employment relative to the employment growth that otherwise may occur, and that is likely to be more politically acceptable than employment losses for existing workers as may occur if minimum wages are increased in periods of economic decline.

**Ad Hoc Increases Subject to Political Debate**

The previous discussion suggests that the normal procedure of periodic ad hoc minimum wage increases subject to political debate has a number of positive attributes. It appears to have the smallest adverse employment effect, especially when compared to a large infrequent minimum wage increase of the same magnitude. Furthermore, the political debate in this arena seems appropriate given the trade-offs that are involved. In that vein, it can even be said that the political decision to raise minimum wages in the U.S. based in part on the evidence of Card and Krueger that it would have no substantial adverse employment effect was an appropriate decision in response to *that evidence at that time*, given their credibility as researchers. As indicated in this discussion, that evidence is certainly questionable today and especially for Canada. As such, minimum wage increases should be exercised with more caution, and large infrequent increases avoided. The ad hoc increases, however, are also subject to certain concerns:

- If they are done too infrequently, then they raise the possibility of a large infrequent adjustment and that is likely the most damaging in terms of hours and employment. That issue, however, can be brought out in the political debate, with pressure to have small periodic increases (even from governments that oppose such increases) to avoid the risk of the large infrequent increases.
- Frequent political debates over issues consumes resources (we don’t have elections every month) and in the area of minimum wages there is a temptation to be politically opportunistic since the political benefits of raising it are fairly immediate, while the economic costs are more subtle and long-run.

In spite of these concerns, ad hoc increases have the virtue of being more flexibly applied than do rigid schedules set in advance or set by Commissions, and they therefore can be more selectively applied depending upon economic conditions. Subjecting the issues to political debate also has the virtue of highlighting the difficult trade-offs that are involved in this important area.
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TABLE 1. Profile of Low Wage Earners in Ontario, 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Emp</th>
<th>General Minimum To $9.99</th>
<th>Everyone Under $10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(000s)</td>
<td>(000s)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5557.8</td>
<td>620.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>2807.3</td>
<td>236.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>2750.5</td>
<td>383.5</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19</td>
<td>346.4</td>
<td>179.6</td>
<td>51.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>577.5</td>
<td>142.5</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-54</td>
<td>3958.2</td>
<td>242.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55+</td>
<td>675.7</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-8 years</td>
<td>121.1</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some high school</td>
<td>565.2</td>
<td>148.0</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate</td>
<td>1189.0</td>
<td>169.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some post-secondary</td>
<td>447.5</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Secondary certificate or diploma</td>
<td>1843.1</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree</td>
<td>1391.8</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods Producing Sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry fishing mining oil gas extr.</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>272.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>971.0</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services Producing Sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade, wholesale and retail</td>
<td>4181.4</td>
<td>545.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and warehousing</td>
<td>242.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance insurance real estate leasing</td>
<td>406.1</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional scientific technical</td>
<td>303.6</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business building support services</td>
<td>235.7</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational services</td>
<td>423.3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care and social assistance</td>
<td>563.6</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information cultural and recreation</td>
<td>273.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation and food services</td>
<td>337.0</td>
<td>125.5</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other services</td>
<td>190.9</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public administration</td>
<td>314.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time/Part-time Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time</td>
<td>4595.4</td>
<td>316.2</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time</td>
<td>962.4</td>
<td>304.0</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Tenure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 months</td>
<td>384.4</td>
<td>112.6</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6 months</td>
<td>350.9</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-12 months</td>
<td>476.1</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-60 months</td>
<td>1780.6</td>
<td>241.5</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61+ months</td>
<td>2566.0</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Emp</td>
<td>General Minimum To $9.99</td>
<td>Everyone Under $10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Incidence</td>
<td>Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 20 employees</td>
<td>961.4</td>
<td>149.7</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-99 employees</td>
<td>882.5</td>
<td>104.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-500 employees</td>
<td>788.9</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 500 employees</td>
<td>2925.1</td>
<td>289.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unionization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union member</td>
<td>1557.3</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not a union member</td>
<td>4000.6</td>
<td>555.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The general minimum wage in Ontario was $7.45 in Jan. 2006 and $7.75 from Feb. to Dec. 2006.

**TABLE 2. Family Characteristics of Low Wage Earners in Ontario, 2006**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Emp</th>
<th>General Minimum to $9.99</th>
<th>Everyone Under $10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Incidence (%)</td>
<td>Share (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(000s)</td>
<td>(000s)</td>
<td>Total (000s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incidence (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Share (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member of a Couple</td>
<td>3161.5</td>
<td>194.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>238.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Family, No Spouse Present</td>
<td>417.0</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son, Daughter Living with Family</td>
<td>1209.2</td>
<td>310.0</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>452.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unattached Individual</td>
<td>770.1</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member of a Couple</td>
<td>3161.5</td>
<td>194.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>238.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse not employed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse unemployed</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse not in labour force</td>
<td>469.9</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 55 years</td>
<td>302.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 years and over</td>
<td>167.2</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse Employed</td>
<td>2586.8</td>
<td>157.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>192.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making minimum wage or less</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making greater than minimum</td>
<td>2227.2</td>
<td>133.8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>159.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employed</td>
<td>327.5</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of Family, No Spouse Present</td>
<td>417.0</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngest Child is less than 18</td>
<td>362.6</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No children or youngest 18 or older</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son, Daughter Living with Family</td>
<td>1209.2</td>
<td>310.0</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19 in school</td>
<td>200.1</td>
<td>101.4</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>180.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-19 not in school</td>
<td>125.3</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>95.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24 in school</td>
<td>100.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24 not in school</td>
<td>263.7</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>76.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 or over in school</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 or over not in school</td>
<td>494.7</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unattached Individual</td>
<td>770.1</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living alone</td>
<td>527.8</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-24</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-54</td>
<td>396.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 and over</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with non-relatives</td>
<td>242.3</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-24</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-54</td>
<td>163.6</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 and over</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The general minimum wage in Ontario was $7.45 in Jan. 2006 and $7.75 from Feb. to Dec. 2006.
TABLE 3. % Increase in 2006 Payroll Cost from Increasing Minimum Wage to $10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>On Workers Affected</th>
<th>On Total Workforce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Minimum to $9.99</td>
<td>Everyone Under $10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firm Size (Employees)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 20</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-99</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-500</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 500</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods Producing Sector</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forestry fishing mining oil gas extr.</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services Producing Sector</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade, wholesale and retail</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation and warehousing</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance insurance real estate leasing</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional scientific technical</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business building support services</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational services</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care and social assistance</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information cultural and recreation</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation and food services</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other services</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public administration</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The calculations are based on increasing the actual wages of individual workers up to $10 per hour for the two groups: those at or above the general minimum wage; and all those below $10, including those below the general minimum wage. The general minimum wage in Ontario was $7.45 in January 2006 and $7.75 from February to December 2006.

Source: Calculations based on wage and employment data from the 2006 Labour Force Survey.